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Significance of the Study
Social work comes into play when familiar, satisfying social rela¬
tionships are threatened, weakened, or broken, and when new ones fail
to materialise, are shrouded in uncertainty or involved in conflict*
It develops when people, individually or collectively, seek help in
clarifying their responsibilities and opportunities within their own
circle of relationships, in finding new and more meaningful relations
for the fulfillment of their own wants or needs, or in renewing and
replenishing their strer^h for meeting the hazards and difficulties
and realizing the potentialities of their social situatioxis*
Social work. Hire other professions such as medicine, psychiatry,
education, or the ministry, for exaiq)le, is always concerned with indi¬
viduals, at least in the sense that individual lives are always at stake
in its objective and operations. But social work, unlike the others,
is never primarily concerned with the separate, inner, personal life or
development of the individual as such, but always with his relation to
the outer social realities in which he is involved*^
The goal of social work is the enhancement of social functioning
wherever the need for such enhancement is either socially or Individually
perceived. Social functioning in this context designates those activities
^{[enneth L* M* Fray, "Social Work ^ a Revolutionary Age," Proceedings
of the National Conference of Social Work, 19lj6 (New York, 19U7J, p. 11.
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considered essential for performance of the several roles which each
individoal hy virtue is his membership in social groups, is called upon
to carry out,^
There is a useful old definition of social casework as the art of
helping people in trouble* It is an art because it is the skilled use
of a body of scientific knowledge, applied through the medium of rela¬
tionship established through perscmal contact. The definition is broad;
it recognizes that helping is an art, that all people need help at times;
it does not imply that help comes from one person to another. Social
casework holds the iiq)licit concept that help to any individual in any
situation is ultimately that force idiich frees the individual to help
himself to the fullest extent of his capacities.^
For practical purposes, rehabilitation can be thought of as an all-
out, conceited, dynamic process that involves the use of professional
skills and community resources, idien and as they are necessary to help
handics^ped people achieve the maximum functioning of which they are
capable.^
The use of the multi-discipline team is the only method by which
IWemer W. Boehm, "The Nature of Social Work," Social Work, 3(AT3ril.
1958), p. 12. ^
%elen Wright, "Social Casework Concepts," Proceedings, Institute
for Vocational Rehabilitation Counselors with the Blind. M^phjg,
fexmessee, Nov«nber 30-December'2, li^9, p. 29.
^elia Benney, "The Role of the Caseworker in Rehabilitation,"
Social Casework, 36(March, 1955), p. Il8.
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•me can ensure that the total needs of these patients whe are moderate¬
ly to severely physically handicapped , and ethers who have multiple
problems—social) psychological) vocational) recreational) educational)
housing will be adequately met. Certainly there is general agreement
that when no social worker is available) or when his seirvlces are not
used effectively) the handicapped patient may not receive the care he
needs and may not become rehabilitated to his maximum potential.^
As a member of the team) the caseworker acquires knowledge about
the patient) his family) and the conmmnity) which he communicates to
other team members. From the caseworker's direct contact with the
patient he can frequently contribute pertinent information about the
patient's feelings and attitudes toward his lllnesS) his past responses
to criseS) his character structure) his capacity for relating to other
persons, his desire for help and his ability to use. The worker can
be expected to know the circumstances) material axid emotional) which
preceded the illness, and which may affect its subsequent course.^
A primary purpose of the rehabilitation program must be to effect
an attitudinal change not alone on the part of the trainee, but also
of his family and of the community into which he will proceed when his
training period is completed. Such an attitudinal change, whether on
the part of the trainee or those close to him, requires evaluation by
the center followed by a program of action designed to bring about
^Helen M. Wallace, "The Role of the Social Worker in the Rehabili¬
tation of the Handicapped," Social Casework, 38 (January, 1957), p. 18.
2celia Benney, op. cit., p. 120.
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a desirable attitudinal change—action not only in the realm of intel¬
lectual information^ but also any information and experience in these
areas of the emotions, iriiere so much of attitude is to be found.^
The social vorker is a member of the rehabilitation team and offers
social casework service to, or consultation on behalf of, persons with
physical impairments. VIhenever he is used in the hospital, clinic, re¬
habilitation center, vocational rehabilitation agency, crippled children's
service or tuberculosis sanatorium, the social worker relates his under¬
standing of the individual to the meaning of the pl^ical impairment in
his particular life situation. His evaluation of the person's social,
emotional and environmental needs is considered in the planning by all
experts on the team.^
The special contribution of the caseworker in the readjustment of
the newly blinded lies in his acceptance of the person as a whole human
being. The needs and strivings of the blind person are accorded the
kind of recognition given to aiQr person idio is seeking to find the
strength to cope with a realily problem. Loss of vision, like any other
serious physical disability, requires adjustment to the realistic de¬
mands of daily living which are indeed difficult to meet. The previous
life adjustment of the individual, his feeling about himself, his cha¬
racteristic way of meeting crises and his csgpaclty for social relationships
^Heport of Seminar, New Orleans, Louisiana. "Principles and Standards
Relating to the Rehabilitation Center Program," Rehabilitation Centers for
Blind Persons. New Orleans, February, 1956, p. 9.
^Caroline BUedge, The Rehabilitation of the Patient CPhiladelohia.
19U8), p. 96. '
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are still important factors in planning a suitable rehabilitation
program for him* The mere understanding of the person the caseworker
possesses, the mere effectively can he help the person find and use
available services appropriately*^
With a blind client as well as with one idio is sighted, the case>^
worker's activities are directed toward helping him make mere produo-
tive use of his skills and capacities through freeing him from con¬
stricting fears and anxieties and offering opportunities for the
development and use ef his ego strengths. The blind person has a right
to expect a strong and honest expectation from those in his relation¬
ship environment, honest not only in terms ef his handicap, but also
in terms of broader social standards or norms. This assumption leads
to the caseworker's recognition that what he e^qpects of a blind client,
and the manner in which he conveys this sense of expectancy is i]iQ)ei>-
tant because ef its influence as a motivating force.
In all the literature, the term "foot-travel” is only one phase of
the reorientation process. In learning it, the individual masters
a type of navigation without the aid of, or with only limited aid from,
sight. Foot-travel by sound and touch and other senses is not a natur¬
al gift; it must be learned if it is to be mastered. It has been taught
with good results to blind servicemen and students in residential schools.
The primary purposes in teaching it are: (a) to enable the blind to travel
^Francis T. Dover, "Readjusting to the Onset of Blindness," Social
Casework, XI (June, 1959)> P* 338*
^Fern Lowry, "Basic Assumptions Underlying Casework with Blind Per-
-sons," Social Casework and Blindness (March, I960), p. 16.
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without aid ia a familiar environmentj (b) ta give the person a system
ef learning his way abeut in an unfamiliar envireziment with a minimum
of help*^
Common sense tells us that blindness restricts the individual in
his ability to get around; he is limited in his concepts and has very
little practical control over his environment. The visually handicapped
person has definite problems to solve concerning mobility before he can
adjust satisfactorily to a seeing society. In trying to solve these
problems he is continually attentive to obtain and interpret auditory
case. He may choose to use a cane, a human gaide^ a dog guide or a me¬
chanical guidance device. It must be remembered that no matter which
he chooses, none of these aids is an entirely satisfactory substitute
for sight. Blind people vary as much in their physical and mental make¬
up as sighted people do. Perhaps the chief factor in the physically
handicapped"^ person's mobility is his attitude toward traveling alone.
Physical fitness, economic and social desires, along with home environ¬
ment and degree of adjustment to the handicap, all influences the blind
person's attitudes.^
The prime problem of the blind man is independent movement. His
economic problem, placed first by mar^, hinges on it. To the blind man
who ventures to travel independently, with a deg or the use of a cane,
we accord much admiration for this evidence of his courage. Independent
^Arnold Auch, "Blindness and Travel," Outlook for the Blind, Vol. Ll.
(October, 19U9), p. 214. —
^Ibid., (November, 1949), p. 244*
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travel for the blind is a skill. It requires the knowledge of mar^
facts. The Judging of depth, distance, and space takes a reliance on
the sense of hearing of a kind which even a musician need not cultivate.
Even for quick and speedy movement in the familiar surroundings of his
own home the blind man has to rely strongly on hearing. As with any
other skill, there are efficient and inefficient, graceful and ungrace¬
ful ways to go about it.^
To what extent the blind person needs to travel will depend upon how .
much it is necessary for him to get around obstacles, to work in public
Industry, travel back and forth frnn home to his place of eDpleynent*
The motivation he may have must also be thought of, whether or net any¬
thing is demanded of him or whether he is dependent upon his family,
friends, porters, conductors, and other people to whom he is free to
turn for aid.
For independent travel to be developed in its fullest usefulness,
the blind person must develop a general alertness and concentration on
interpretations of sounds and pt^sical cues. One of the early develop¬
ments for successful independent travel by the blind is to remember
where he is going and where he has been. He must always have a general
awareness of his position in relation to his objective.
There are many factors which cause the person to decide whether he
shall or shall not travel independently and hew he shall do it. The
first part of this decision is apt to be the mere critical; it is probably
iHecter Chevigi^jr, "Moral Courage," The Adjustment of the Blind (New
Haven, 1950), p. 3*
2Norman Griggs, "Independent Foot Travel for the Blind with the Use
of the Cane," The American Journal of Occupational Therapy. Vol. Ii5.
(July-August, i95i), p. 155* ^ ^ .
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at this paint that most failures occur. Background, personality, tem¬
perament, physical condition, family circumstances, the need to travel
and many other factors all come to a common focus at this point. Not
all of these factors are good measuring rods, but they have accumulated
within the individual situation over a period of years, and they are the
factors with which we must begih if we hope to arrive at an intelligent
decision and to help the individual make this decision.^
Early in the rahabilitation appraisal period, the client is given
a number of simple assignments in independent foot travel to provide
a basis for diagnosing his travel ability and determining his need for
training in independent foot travel. The diagnosis is in terms of the
usefulness in mobility of ary residual vision which the client may en¬
joy, the effectiveness of the client’s use of a cane, if he requires
a cane in travel, relative freedom from rigidity and tension, awareness
of direction, ability to use auditory cues in the environment, safety
consciousness and readiness to recognize need for assistance and the
p
ability to request and use assistance from the public.
The central force in a blind individual, as in anyone else, is his
personality formed by the interweaving of hopes for future and reactions
to past e^qperiences of which his blindness is but one. Every vocational
rehabilitation plan must be custern-made to fit an Individual’s concept
of what for him is a life of worth and dignity.
^Martha B. Miller, "Foot Travel Without Sight," Outlook for the
Blind, Vol. UO, (November, 19ii6), p. 2U5»
2Amold Auch, "Blindness and Travel," Outlook for the Blind. Vol. li^.
(October, 19U9), p. 211*.
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Purpose of the Study
The main purpose of this stu<^ is to ascertain how the social worker
helps the blind client in the Rehabilitation Center with problems cen¬
tered around foot travel.
Another purpose is to show the role of the social woiicer to those
blind clients not needing help with foot travel, in relation to those
who need it.
Method of Procedure
The writer used the case study and the schedule. Beth males and
females of various ages, and degrees of education, were included in the
study. The case study method was used because it offers a record of
personal experience, offers an opportunity to compare similar problems,
and se^s to determine social processes. The case study method was
used to determine what the client's problem is and how he has been helped.
All cases of trainees at the Long Island Rehabilitation Center from Jan¬
uary, i960 to December, I960 were reviewed to determine which ones had
had foot travel instructions. The cases were placed in three classes:
(1) those not having had foot travel instructions, (2) those Tdio had
foot travel instructions but did not require the help of a social worker,
and (3) those who had problems with cane travel and required the help of
a social worker. All cases from the last group were used to illustrate
how the social worker helped them with their problems.
A schedule was used as a means of standardizing the information ob¬
tained from each case record. This apjawach Insured tmiformity in ac¬
quiring this information, so that it could be obtained immediately, as
compared with the questionnaire. Another technique was the interview
10
with the feet travel Instructors irtie were familiar with each case*
A sample was made ef three cases in the year previous te that ef
the study and a schedule was used with them as a pre-test before pro¬
ceeding with the actual research.
As a means of testing the reliability ef data obtained from the case
records, two cases where social work help was net needed and two that
needed social work help were submitted to two social wwk students to
see if they could determine which cases needed help. Then two staff
members used a schedule with the same cases to see if the procedure was
reliable.
The small number ef cases used precluded the use ef detailed statis¬
tical analysis.
Scope and Limitations
This study was designed to cover the total number of trainees, in
one particular Rehabilitation Center, which can accommodate a limited
number of trainees. The data collected were limited to a specific
period from January, I960 to December, I960.
CHAPTHl II
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION OF THE BLIND
Aspects ef Blindness
Ihe are the blind? Many lay persons, when they hear the term
"Blind Person" think «if someone with daiic glasses idio is completely
unable to see, because he is in total darkness. It is clear that
a definition of blindness limited to ca!iQ>lete or absolute want of the
functioning of the visual organ would, at least for practical piirpeses,
be an inadequate standard by which to determine blindness. For to
a large extent, the basic consideration of blindness with adults is
the extent to which their visual defect interferes with earning a live>
llhood.
The standard definition of blindness declares that a person shall
be considered blind who has visual acuity of 20/200 or less in the better
eye with proper correction, or a limitation in the fields of vision
such that the widest diameter of visual field subtends an angular dis¬
tance of no greater than 20 degrees.^ This means that a person is said
to have visual acuity of 20/200 if, at a distance of 20 feet, he can
read only the large type uhich a person with normal vision can read at
a distance of 200 feet. Also it may happen that an individual has prac¬
tically normal visual acuity, but his field of vision is so restricted
that he can see only in a veiry limited area at a time, and therefore
can make very little practical use of his vision. A person who suffers
from either of these types of visual handicaps is so limited in his
choice of occupation that trtm an econmalc point of view he is considered





Of the estimated 350>000 blind persons in the United States, more
than fifty per cent are oyer the age of sixty-five years.^
The blind population of the entire world has roughly been estimated
as from 3,000,000 to 000,000. Unfortunately no reliable statistics
are available.
Blindness is more common among males than among females; the ratio
in the United States is 13U.6 males to 100 females. The excess of males
is in some part due to their greater exposure to industrial accidents
and to their greater liabilily to venereal disease. Blindness is found
to a larger extent among colsred races than among the idiite, probably
in large part because of lack of proper medical care. It occurs in ever
increasing measure with the advance of old age.
The causes of blindness and therefere the degree of preventability
vary greatly in different sections of the world. Two of the greatest
causes of blindness are becoming more negligible every year in civilised
countries where proper preventive methods have been introduced. These
are ophthalmia neonatorum, commonly caused by venereal infection at
birth, and trachmaa, e highly infectious inflammation of the conjunctive,
partially curable by treatment or operative measures and preventable
through isolation of centers of infection. Both are diseases which
flourish under unsanitazy conditions and lack of skilled medical care.
Among specific diseases of the pye, cataract is the most prevalent;
this disease alone causes about one-seventh of all blindness. Less
^Robert Barnett, "The Bliaad." »cial Work Tear Book (Now York, 195ii).
p. 56* ; ’
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inportan'b are gXaucaaia« atrophy of the optic nerve, trachoma, retinal
disorders, rarlous corneal disorders (especially corneal ulcer) and
other affections. Including progressive ngropla. The leading general
diseases causing blindness are measles, meningitis, and scarlet fever*
Venereal disease plays an Important part In the loss of vision; direct¬
ly and Indirectly It Is probably responsible for not less than one-sixth
of all blindness In the United States. Blindness from such general
diseases as measles, meningitis and scarlet fever Is almost entirely
abolished.
Heredltazy blindness, although small In proportion, cannot be con¬
trolled, since Its manner of operation Is as yet but little known. The
factor of hesredlty Is responsible for most of the non-preventive causes
of blindness, vAilch In the United States constitute one-fourth of the
total. Blindness of a hereditary character Is found to move through
certain diseases, especially cataract, retinitis plgmenttosa^,detach¬
ment of the rotla<a and progressive myopia.
Blindness has long been looked upon as one of the heaviest of human
afflictions. In earliest times the blind were treated with but a limit¬
ed degree of consideration, now and then suffering direct abuse, but
more often only as hindrances to the able-bodied. Often blindness was
deemed a divine visitation or punishment for the misdeeds of those
stricken or of their forefathers^ In later times, partleularly with
the advent of Christianity, the blind became objects of pity and were
encouraged to beg; they became one of the traditional subjects for the
bestowal of alms by the benevolently inclined. The attitude of indiffer¬
ence persisted well into the modern period; net until the last of the
11*
eighteenth century is there any evidence of a sense ef social obliga**
tlon tevrard the blind*^
In 1958, a total of 108,000 people in the United States received
their support from Aid to the Blind Funds. How many ef these could
have been rehabilitated had service been available, and how many could
not have been under any condition, we m^gr never know*
According to the annual report of the Department of Health, Educa¬
tion, and Welfare, the number of blind persons rehabilitated in 1958
by specific agencies for the blind in thirty-seven states, and by
general agencies in the remainder, was U,007. That was an increase of
two persons ever the 1957 figure, and an increase of forty-two over the
1956 figure. Even on the assumption that half of these blind persons
do not need rehabilitation, it would still be at the present rate,
about forty years woxk ahead to meet this back log. And yet the fact
remains that it is not known how many ef these persons need or could
benefit from vocational rehabilitation, or how many could not use the
services if they were available.^
The Meaning of Rehabilitation
The term "rehabilitation” in the past few years has appeared with
Increasing frequency in lay and medical literature. The term has come
^Harry Best, "The Blind" Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
(New York, 1935) Vol. 2, 577-587*
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Frances Clay, "Towards Competence In Serving the Blind," Journal
of Rehabilitation (Harch-April, I960), p. 11^,
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to mean a restoration to self-sufficiency of individuals suffering
from a wide variety of lesions including tuberculosis, spastic and
infantile paralysis, acute and chronic medical diseases, and the numer¬
ous lesions due to tra\ima. Rehabilitation of any disabled individual,
to be successful, must deal not only with physical restoration to as
near normal as possible but also with the tremendous psychological
effects induced by disease or injiiry and augmented by the less of earn¬
ing power.^
The final goal of rehabilitation then seems to be the effective
integration of the individual into his ccmmunity and his assuming his
rightful role as a competent and contributing m«iiber of society.
Although this study is centered around vocational rehabilitation,
concern in this area cannot be isolated from consideration of the total
concept of rehabilitation. Not only are the two concepts interrelated
axid mutually depeivlent, but they are also somevhat overlapping. Voca¬
tional rehabilitation may be defined as that process in a total rehabi¬
litation program threu^ idiich an individual with a physical, mental,
or emotional handicap is helped to achieve the maximum utilization of
his vocational assets.^ HVhlle vocational rehabilitation concentrates
on helping persons who have a vocational handicap which limits their
acceptance in the job community, it must always be kept in mind that
it is the whole person that must be dealt with. An individual's ad¬
justment in the family enviroiment and his adequacy of behavior in
^Alexander Aithen, "Tlehabilitation of the Industrial Casualty,"
Rehabilitation of the Handicapped (New Toric, 19U9), p. 38.
2Abraham Jacobs, "The Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor," The
Handicapped and Their Rehabilitation (Illinois, 1957), p. U59.
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•ther areas will affect his competence as a worker, and vice versa*
A rehabilitation program, idiich tries to help a person who is handi¬
capped in such a vital life dimension as work, assumes an important
therapeutic value.
Everyone loc^s toward work to satisiy certain basic needs such as
providing for himself and his family, engaging in a Job that is related
to his basic vocational interests, deriving a feeling of accomplish -
ment, and work with which he can identify. Because a handicap ma^r in
itself Induce a sense of inferiority, loss of identity with the group,
and self-deprecatory feelings, consideration has to be given to help¬
ing the client meet the basic needs which work can satisfy. Since
lack of satisfaction in the work area can be frustrating to any individ¬
ual, it becomes even more discouraging to the handicapped person vdio
may feel himself inadequate in ether areas. The handicapped individual
also has the desire and need to be self-sufficient, and to feel that
he has significance in society like anyone else. For these reasons then,
the vocational rehabilitation program alms to provide the opportunity
for the handicapped individual to take his rightful place in society.
Rehabilitation Centers
The rehabilitation center is that comnunity resource which is geared
to fulfill the needs of the vocational rehabilitation program. Such a
center is prepared to meet such objectives as providing the opportunity
for coordinated stuc^ of the handicapped individual, providing occupa¬
tional or physical therapy and other services not available in the aver¬
age hospital, offering social adjustment, personal and vocational coun¬
selling and vocational training.
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The idea of concentrating a variety of specialiaed services iiithin
the professional and therajjeutic framework ef a single unit or program
goes back to the latter part of tha nineteenth century. The crippled
children's clinics, the orthopedic hospitals, and finally, the progr^n
of the Cleveland Rehabilitation Center, idilch dates back to 1899, were
early milestones in the search for a better way te serve the needs ef
the disabled. The real beginning of the organization ef centers was
provided by the ocmiprehensive services developed in military hospitals
during World War II. The lessons learned from the rehabilitation of
battle casualties were gradually translated te the civilian population
and te community health services.^
Althou^ its develo^nBent has been erratic and somewhat amorphous,
the rehabilitation center has emerged as a definite entity, distinct
from other facilities which may be involved in the recovery of an in¬
dividual from disease and injury or in his adjustment to mental or
plgrslcal handicap. Although it may have certain of the characteristics
and even employ some of the methods of the hospital, workshop, school
or social service agency, it is none of these. Basically, its approach
and method is more functional than clinical; it is more concerned with
adjustment than cure.^
The rehabilitation center is a natural consequence of the rehabi¬
litation movement, and may eventually become the keystone of services
in the community. Whatever its location, vdiether as part of a hospital




•r as an independent facility the center supplements the change frem
dependence to inddpendence, from hospitalization or institutionali¬
zation to communi'^ living* The center maintains a close connection
oith other community agencies providing rehabilitation services, and
it contributes to the rehabilitation movement through applied research
concerned id.th evaluation of basic techniques, treatment results,
practices and studies in the social and psychological aspects of dis¬
ability.
There are tiro main kinds of rehabilitation centers—the medically
oriented and the vocationally oriented* Tho vocational rehabilitation
people, accustomed to buying pli^sical restoration services from hospi¬
tals but having to do their mm counselling and placmnent, early wanted
a center that contained vocational training because that was something
they C0uldn»t very well do without a facility* Likewise, medicine
in recent years has learned that it could make much greater contribu¬
tion to rehabilitation than it has ever suspected. Its contribution
for the most part lay in better physical restoration procedures and
increasing realization of the importance of psychosocial factors in the
rehabilitation process* Under medicaJ. auspices, centers were organized
to furnish these new and better services but they almost always left
out any real attempt to supply vocational services in a coordinated
fashion* ^
The rehabilitation center has little place for the purely diver-
slenal type of therapy. In this respect it may differ from the chronic
^Henry Redkey, "Rehabilitation Centers in the United States and
Canada," The Planning of Rehabilitation Centers, Papers Presented
At The Institute on Rehabilitation Center Planning, February 25-Marchl
1957, Chicago, Illinois * *
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type ef therapy. In this respect it may differ from the chrenic disease
hospital} the mental hospital} or the custodial care wards of public
or priwate mediciil institutions. Particularly in its occupational
therapy prograH} the center provides marked emphasis upon woik or self-
care as the desired end result of such therapy. The center is a place
for progress toward some greater accomplishment on the part of the patient;
it is net a place for passivity} shelter or recreation.
Centers cannot exist as isolated facilities in the overall rehabi¬
litation process. A working relationship with all the other medical}
health} social service, and vocational training or placement resources
in the community is vital to the success of any center program. Enlist¬
ment ef the understanding help and advice of all such groups is the best
insurance of satisfactory case results. Through advisory boards, coun¬
cils, boards of directors, or sponsors, the center can effectively
obtain the support of community-minded individuals and organizations.
Likewise, the follow-up necessary to complete the patient rehabilitation
which the center has begun requires thought and effort on the part of
the center staff. The center which knows nothing ef what becomes of
its cases after they leave the doers ef the center has little on which
to measure its effectiveness and attempt to improve its program.
The rehabilitation center has become the keystone in the bridge be¬
tween hospital treatment and cmploy&ent or home self-care. It serves
the patient in a positive and functional way during a period when his
doubts about his econcmic and social recovery are at their height. It
offers supeirvised activity and planned motivation instead ef enforced
inactivity and corroding discouragement. Its program of physical
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restoration and occupational guidance can make all the difference be**
tiieen the man ifho resigns himself to a life of inability and one who
grasps the promise of a rewarding future* Those who plan, administer,
and operate these havens of hope, bear a great responsibility; the need
to visualize the complex nature of the rehabilitation process, to treas¬
ure its principles, to learn, adapt, and progress with the moving fron¬
tiers of human knowledge and human endeavor*^
Staff teamwork within the rehabilitation center is quite signifi¬
cant to the success of the center. Since the center quite naturally
becomes a focal point in the rehabilitation process, and the center
professional and technical staff includes a number of different disci¬
plines, the basic requirement for team approach, common understanding,
and broad evaluation of patient needs, seems obvious. Teamwork is the
very essence of good rehabilitation, both from a broad-scale approach
to principle and practice and ^omthe practical operation of a rehabi¬
litation center. Constant staff education, group discussion of both
patients and methods, definitive leadership on the part of medical
and lay administrative personnel c antscome the balance wheel upon
2
idiich the level of center accomplishment turns.
"Facility" has the connotation in medical and rehabilitation circles
of the Institution or the actual building in idiich certain definitive
services for the patient are rendered, in other words, the specific
locations for medical, psychological, and vocational rehabilitation
l;if. Scott Allan, Rehabilitation: A Community Challenge (London.
1958), p. 66.
2W. Scott Allan, op. cit., p. 6U.
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•f the disabled. Such facilities would be of the following types:
hospitals, (particularly rehabilitation departments or wards), rehabi¬
litation institutes «r centers, sheltered woricsheps, vocational train¬
ing schools, axid special institutions or schools for particular dis¬
abilities. These are the places which piwvide a specialized part ef
rehabilitation. This does not mean that the whole of the rehabili¬
tative precess is conducted within these specific locations.
The Industrial Heme for the Blind
Fer centuries, blind individuals had been objects ef pity, consider¬
ation and neglect. In early 1893, the City ef Brooklyn was no exception
to the age-old tradition of equating blindness with helplessness. Later
that year the Mizpah Circle, a small group of blind men and women were
organized for the purpose of advancing socially and financially those
less fortunate than themselves, started the Brooklyn Industrial Home
for the Blind.
A small but growing organization was started at 96 Lexington Avenue,
^ere Mr. Eben P. Morford was superintaadent* The enterprise was to
furnish a home fer deserving blind men and to provide them with suit¬
able employment, as chair caning, mattress making and repairing.
In the years that followed, the Home grew and prospered. It became
a respected institution in the Brooklyn comnunity, one to which fami¬
lies turned idien one of their members became visually handicapped.
In 1917* A young graduate of the Pericins School for the Blind, in
Boston, Peter J« Salmon, was employed. He kept records, served as a
salesman, devised methods of woxic, and even painted the facilities
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■when necessary. This apprenticeship ■was a preparation for leadership
responsibilities that were to come much later.
The basic s^tructure of ■the Agency kept pace ■with the ■times during
the 1920'3 and the 1930*s. Gradually, services were added, and the
scope of the organiza^tion ■widened. Social Service became a part of the
program, the shop began to diversify into new product lines, and the
whole organization became attuned ■bo the emerging social philosophy that
blind persons can, in many cases, live and work effectively in their
own communities.
In 19kS> Peter J. Salmon ascended to the post of Executive Director.
At that point, the development of the I.H.6. was accelerated and the
modem organization that it is today was crystallized. Under Mr. Salmon,
the I. H. B. undei*went a process of professionalization and e^anslon
■that has given it positive leadership in the field of service to the
blind. In ■the post-war years, a formal program for deaf blind Individ**
uals was inaugurated, a rehabilitation training center was es^bablished,
professional social work, psychology, vocational counselling, medicine,
and ether professions were put to the task of helping blind persons to
help -themselves.
In its course of development, the I.H.B. has achieved a number of
"firsts" in service to blind persons. The mention of a few of these
may be helpful in better understanding the history of the agency. The
I.H.B. organized one of the first rehabilitation training programs for
blind persons in the form of the Vocational Institute (predecessor of
the Long Island Center Fcr Blind Persons); developed the first low
vision optical aide program for blind persons; founded the first Speech
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and Hearing Center especially devised for blind clients; in 1920, em¬
ployed the first professionally trained social worker for the blind;
made the first scientific study of lighting and working conditions in
a woricshop for the blind and implonented the findings in lighting
arrangements and color schemes that maximize safety and visibility;
established the first safety council in a workshop for the blind; cen~
ducted the first large-scale itinerant teaching program supported by
a cfflnmunity agency for the blind in cooperation with local school sys-
t«ns and boards of education; organized the first in-service staff
training program in an agency for the blind. ^
The philosopt^ recognizes that blindness can be a limiting
disability. However, through long experience, it has found that blind¬
ness need not be catastrophic or totally disabling* In fact, many
blind persons can be helped to lead happy, fruitful lives. Blindness
has different meanings for different individuals at different stages
of life* The loss of sight occurring at birth has very different im¬
plications for a person than the loss of sight occurring in adult life.
Even within the same life stage, economic and cultural factors create
individual differences in the responses to blindness* As a result,
a major principle that guides the I.H.B* is that blind persons arc in¬
dividuals whose visual limitations impose different problems upon them,
and who have to be helped on an individual basis.
Almost all blind individuals have the potential capacities to help
themselves to some degree. Guided by a respect for the individual and
^Unpublished Manuscript, The Industrial Home for the Blind. "An
Approach to the Rehabilitation of Blind Persons." (New York, I960), Ch. 1.
an appraclation ®f his capacity to make decisions for himself^ the
aims at the fullest development ef the blind individual, emo¬
tionally, socially, and vocationally. Not all blind persons can becane
fully self-sustaining. Owing to factors of age, complicating physical
and emotional handicaps^ and long periods of neglect, sane blind clients
are net expected to become entirely independent. Even in these cases,
however, the individual always can be assisted to achieve greater use¬
fulness and happiness. In many instances, considerable economic and
social independence is possible, and in such cases seirvices help
the client to set realistic goals and to achieve maximum independence*
Wherever possible, the services are rehabilitative in character, grad¬
ually increasing the blind person's capabilities for taking responsi¬
bility for his own problems*
The I*H.B* philesophy states that pr^pt, skilled professional
services hastens rehabilitation and counteracts Influences leading
to long-term dependency. As a result, the I.H.B* tries to bring to
bear upon any problem all the skills and knowledge that can be useful
in solving it. These services are often brought directly to the indi¬
vidual in his own community or county throu^ several I.H.B* facilities
distributed throughout the service area of Kings (Brooklyn), Queens,
Nassau, and Suffolk Counties, on Long Island.^
The Long Island Rehabilitation Center
The Long Island Rehabilitation Center for Blind Persons, a facility
ef the Industrial Home for the Blind, is designed to provide a variety
llbid
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•f professional serrLces directed toward helping thr blind individual
organize his life and acquire insight and skills which will enable him
to achieve an appropriate position in his community*
Since blindness affects every phase of the individual’s life, it
gives rise to varied and complex problems for which varied and multiple
services are often required. This multiplicity of services can be pro¬
vided in a rehabilitation center simultaneously and intensively, so as
to aid each individual in achieving his maximum potentialities—physical,
intellectual, social, vocational and economic. The saving in time and
in the use of professional skills to accwaplish this, as will as the
domonstrated effectiveness of the services provided in a central facil¬
ity, are obvious advantages of a rehabilitation center as compared to
any other rehabilitation medium*
The fact that blindness is primarily a smsozy rather than a p]:ysi-
cal disability holds important implications for the design of rehabili¬
tation programs for blind persons. The loss of function resultiz^ from
a pliysical disability is specific to the part or parts of the boc^
affected; while the effects of blindness on an individual are general,
changing his entire perceptive mechanism, affecting the use of all of
his remaining senses, the use of his physical capacities, and the organi¬
zation and application of his mental abilities. IRiile any loss, idiether
physical or 8ens<»:y, changes the structure and fbncfionlng of the human
organism and produces more or less serious stresses on the integrity
of the personality, a major sensory loss is particularly pervasive in
its physical, mental, and emotional influences. This fact, together
with the fact that blindness is a term which encompasses a fairly wide
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yariety of types and degrees of loss of vlsien, donands that a rehabi¬
litation program for blind persons must be hl^ly individualized in its
approach and must enjoy the advantage of a diversified term of profession^
al specialists skilled in the diagnosis and treatment of all phases of
the functioning of human Individuals and oriented to the particular prob¬
lems and potentialities itiich blindness may create or permit.
Depending upon the predominant area of need of each individual served,
one professional discipline or another may assume temporary leadership
in the planning and conduct of the rehabilitation program of each per¬
son enrolled in the rehabilitation program of a blind person.
The place of the ophthalmologist is unique in the program of the
Long Island Rehabilitation Center for Blind Persons. He often sets
the limits for, but seldom directs, ths planning and the conduct of the
rehabilitation programs of the persons enrolled in the center. He is
in the best position to define the limits in activities and environment¬
al conditions in cases in which such limits exist, beyond which farther
damage may result to the qrej within these limits the attack upon the
rehabilitation needs of the blind person must be directed by a team of
rehabilitation specialists who are equipped to treat the diverse physi¬
cal, psychological, and social conditions which blindness presents,
mniile the problem of the pl^sically handicapped person is specific,
the problem of the blind person, stemming as it does from a loss of
sensory function, is more diffuse and varied in its effect. It must
be attacked largely through tangent areas; therefore, the rehabilita¬
tion of a blind person cannot be well served by ophthalmologlcal or
any other medical direction alone.
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Rehabilitation training at the Industrial Hcxne for the Blind began
■with the practice of accepting blind indi'vlduals in the workshops for
rehabilitation rather than for specific job training. This practice
afforded the client an opportunity to develop work habits, to acquire
basic manual die ills, and to achieve seme degree of self-confidence
and independence in mobility. At the same time, ittafforded the staff
an opportunity for continuing observation of the indl'Tidual tinder a
variety of work conditions.
The expansion of the Federal Vocational Rehabilitation Program,
made possible by the passage of the Barden-LaFollet'be Act in 19li3,
and the consequent availability of federal and s'bate funds for re¬
habilitation training on a tuition basis contributed greatly to the
expansion of the Industrial Heme for the Blind rehabili'bation program.
The coopera'tion received from the New York State Vocational Rehabi¬
litation Service for the Blind served not only -bo provide a broader and
fuller pregran of services to clients of the Vocational Institute, but
contributed as well to the crystallization and Improvement ef the guid¬
ing philosophy and operation of the program.^
In July, 1957, the Vocational Institute was moved to Jamaica, Long
Island, and its name was changed -bo the "Long Island Rehabllita'bion
Cen'ber for Blind Persons." Additional equip&ent was provided, and the
staff was enlarged to meet more of the rehabilitation needs of blind
persons and to serve an increased enrollment, including students,
housewives, and others in need of rehabilitative service without the
immedia'be objective of paid employment.
p. 8
iRehabilitatlon in Action. The Industrial Home for -the Blind, 1959,
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The new quarters previde a gj^tinasium fully equipped for corrective
and developmental physical exercises; a model three-room apartment with
modern kitchen for training in homemaking, a one-room house ctmiplete
in every construction detail, which can be dismantled and rebuilt to
provide training in home repair; a woodworking shop; a machine shop;
a sheet metal shop; facilities for bench and assembly work; facilities
for the teaching of Braille, typing, and other communication trills;
and the necessary complement of elassrooms and offices*
The Rehabilitation Center services are comprised of two separate
phases: (1) rehabilitation appraisal or the evaluation of the indi¬
vidual in terms of the abilities, skills, and personal qualities he
will require to achievd an appropriate position in his commiinity and
the identification of his rehabilitation needs and interests in re¬
lation to such achievement; (2) rehabilitation training directed toward
providing or improving those ^ills which will best develop the poten¬
tialities and meet the needs of the individual.
The rehabilitation appraisal period normally occupies the first four
weeks of the client's attendance at the Center and include the follow¬
ing: A Health Inventory, A Psychological and Psychiatric Evaluation,
which is given shortly after the client's admission to the Center,
where be is given a battery of psychological tests which is designed
to evaluate his intelligence, latent abilities, interests, and atti¬
tudes. He mayialso be referred to the consulting psychiatrist, if
psychiatric evaluation seems advisable. The appraisal period also
includes Physical Orientation and Independent Foot Travel idiere thO'
client 4s given a number of simple assignments in independent foot
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travel to provide a basis for diagnosing hia travel abilities and
determining his need for training in independent foot
diagnosis is in terms of (a) the usefulness in mobility of any resi¬
dual vision which the client may enjoy, (b) the effectiveness of
the client's use of a cane, if he requires a cane in travel, (c) rela¬
tive freedom from rigidity and tension, (d) awareness of direction and
ability to use auditory cues in the environment, (e) safety conscious¬
ness and (f) readiness to recognize need for assistance and ability
to request and use assistance frcm the public* Skills of self-care
are alse included in this period of appraisal* Here the client is
evaluated in his use of the ^ills that are involved in personal
grooming, table conduct, and the ability to meet the many commonplace
demands idiich are important to the self-care of an individual in
present-day society. Homemakiiig, heme repair and communication ^ills
are alse important parts of this appraisal. In the communication as¬
pect, tbhreugh interviews and perfoimance tests, the interest, need,
and ability of each client is evaluated in the reading and writing of
Braille, typewriting, script writing, and signature writing.
Training in plqrsical orientation and foot travel, skills of self-
care, homemaking, home repair, and communioatlon skills provide the
client withhskllls that ^able him to make practical use of the com¬
ponents of WDX^r ability developed in the core of his rehabilitation train¬
ing program.
As the client acquires competence in foot travel, he is giten assign¬
ments to go to local stores to purchase it@ns which he may require in
home repair or hememaking projects or for his personal use. Such assign¬
ments are carried out without the intervention, except in an emergency.
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but under the supeirvision ef an instructor. In this way, the client
not only receives practice in foot travel but also develops ^ill and
confidence in his relations with strangers.
Throu^out the rehabilitation appraisal and training periods, the
client is offered a program of counseling which is designed to help
him acquire insight into his feelings about his blindness, his response
to the conditions resulting from his blindness, and the attitudes toward
him which his feelings and his responses induce in others. He is helped
to recognize his limitations and to appreciate his capacities. He is
helped to appraise not only his own abilities and skills but also the
factors in his environment which may inhibit and those which may promote
his success. He is helped to establish goals for himself which will
be realistic in terms of providing a minimum chance ef failure and a
maximum promise of satisfaction for him. He is helped to recognize and
respect his individuality, his right of practical self-determination,
and his worth as a person in idiom blindness is one of many elements,
both favorable and unfavorable, which make him different from all other
persons, as £L1 persons are different from each other.^
iRehabilitation in Action. The Industrial Home for the Blind, 1959
CHAPTER III
THE SOCIAL WORKER THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
CENTER FOR THE BLU'ID
The goal of social work is the enhancement of social functioning
wherever the need for such enhancement is either socially or individiaal-
ly perceived. Social functioning in this context designates those
activities considered essential for perfonaance of the several roles
udiich each individual, by virtue of his membership in social groups,
is called upon to carry out.^
IMderstanding the Total Personality
The basic emotional problems of both blind and sighted persons are
similar, and their treatment can follow parallel lines. The intensity
of any emotional problem varies among blind as well as sighted clients.
It is this difference in intensity that the case worker must attempt to
estimate, evaliiate and then treat on an individual basis. The same
broad understanding of the basic elements in human behavior and the
same accepting non-judgmental attitude are necessary in the treatment
of any client, regardless of his physical handicap.
The emotional status of a disabled person cannot be separated from
his feelings about his handicap. In working therefore with a blind
person toward his adjustment, the social worker does not limit his
knowledge to residual vision, cause of blindness, age of onset, type
of education and work history. In addition, it is extremely important
for the worker to know what meaning loss of sight has for the individual
%erner W. Boehm, "The Nature of Social Work," Social Work, Vol. 3
(April, 1958), p. 13«
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as irell as for members of the family, for iihile blindness produces
similar effects upon all -who are afflicted, the effects differ in degree*
Consequently, -when blindness is found to be either the major social
problem or a major complication in a constellation of social problems,
the caseworker will, through the technique of particularization, come
to an understanding of the meaning and importance of the handicap as
it influences the client and/or his family group, the caseworker will
try to help the client with his problem as he sees it, working with
him at whatever pace the client can accept. Frequently the assistance
of a social worker is needed in handling feelings, so that a negative
attitude may not become stabilized and destructive. Although the
attitude of the individual is of much significance in relation to his
ability to plan for vocational rehabilitation, early negativistic re¬
actions may not become fixed if the client is given case work assis¬
tance early and gains a better understanding of his condition and
his problems.
It has been stated that ’’Every human being has both abilities and
disabilities and their product in personality depends not only upon
the person's physical equipnent, and potentialities and the way they
have developed and been damaged in his experience but also upon the
environmental forces which have been part of his experience and the
way in which he has responded to these forces,"^ The worker might
ask himself} HVhat did life offer the client when he was at his best?
^Antoinette Cannon, Uses Of Medical Social Work (London,1936).
p. U6.
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What iras his occupation and how did he meet his family's needs^ what
■were his hobbies and his interests, and has he made any attempt to
continue 'them or to develop new interests? A knowledge of the client's
history will e3q)lain whe-ther his reaction to blindness is similar to
his pattern of reaction to pre-vious hardships and disappointments.
This will help the social worker to know whether he is dealing ■with an
individual who needs a great deal of support and direction, or whether
his ser'vice may be limited to a discussion of resources and assistance
in arranging for ■them. It is clear ■that in order to do effective case
work ■with ■the blind, ■the social worker must unders'tand "the person who
is blind. He begins by making an assessment of the person and his
problem, in other words, a diagnosis.
Use of Diagnosis
What the social worker has ■to offer depends largely on an adequate
and accurate diagnosis. From e3q)erience, social workers have found
that the diagnosis, basic to effective social work treatment, is founded
upon a thorough understanding of factors that affect personality de¬
velopment and change. Thus in forming a diagnosis, the social worker
takes into account the interplay of dyanamic, psychological, and
environmental factors. As he looks to both past and present for clues
to Tinders tending, he considers (a) how the patient relates to new
situa'fcionsj (b) how the patient relates to au'thority figures; (c) to
ego streng'ths in the patient and family; (d) strengths and weakness
related to growth and development; (e) the relationship be'tween the
patient and his family; (f) the ■way ■the patient and family respond to
medical care, and ■their attitudes toward the ■various members of ■the
rehabilitation team; (g) the meaning of work to patient and family,
especially as it relates to motivationj (h) the readiness of the
patient and his family to take the next steps in rehabilitation.
Mental capacities and patterns represent another area of concern
for the case worker. How planfuUy is the client attacking his problem,
and what educational background does he have from which to build a
vocational plan?
In exploring the Social factors, the worker will ask what social
factors are involved in the client’s approach to his vocational
problems? How much help or support can be expected from his family,
and what are the values he attaches to work-money, status or just
keeping busy?
"The future possibilities of a person with a physical impairment
are dependent upon a delicate balance between what he is, what he wants
to be, and what it is possible for him to be. Opportunities for the
future are influenced by factors other than an individual's desire to
work and assume a responsibility befitting a mature adult.
Communication and Interpretation of
Social Findings to the Team
As a member of the team, the caseworker acquires knowledge about
the client, his family and the community which he commimicates to other
team members. From the caseworker's direct contact with the patient,
he can frequently contribute pertinent information about the patient's
Caroline Elledge, The Rehabilitation of the Patient, (Philadelphia,
19U8), p. 38.
feelings and attitude toward his illness, his past responses to crises,
his character structure, his capacity for relating to other persons,
his desire for help, and his ability to use it. The worker can beac-
pected to know the circumstances, concrete and emotional, which pre¬
ceded the illness or disability and may affect its subsequent cause.
The caseworker's role in the area of family relationships is
generally accepted. Illness, or disability, as much as any other single
factor, has a profound affect on family equilibrium. It frequently
necessitates drastic changes in roles of both the affected person and
of the member of the family. When the significant person in the
family constellation react to the illness with guilt, anxiety, over¬
protectiveness, rejection, or plain resentment, these are vital factors
which certainly may affect the patient's recovery and planning for his
rehabilitation. On the other hand, positive ties and wholesome atti¬
tudes may also play a decisive role in determining the outcome.
Knowing about community resources and how to utilize them is not
the exclusive right of any professional group. Yet social workers,
almost by definition, can be expected to have this kind of knowledge.
The case worker's responsibility for bringing unmet needs to the
attention of the community and for helping in the creation of a new
resources is implicit.^
The use of the multi-discipline team is the only method by which
one can insure that the total needs of those clients who are moderately
to severely physically handicapped, and others who have multiple problems,
^elia Benney, "The Role of the Caseworker in Rehabilitation,”
Paper Given at the National Conference of Jewish Communal ^Services,
Atlantic City, New Jersqy, J\me, 1953, (Mimeographed.)
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such as social^ psychological, vocational recreational, educational,
and housing, wiU be adequately met. There is general agreement that
•when no social worker is a'vailable or when his services are not used
effectively, ■the handicapped patient may not receive the care he needs
and many not become rehabili-tated to his maximum potential.^
Teamwork flourishes best when a recognized pattern of working to¬
gether has been es-tablished among "the "various experts offering services.
In "the medical setting, for example, the physician is -the leader of
the team. The social worker is a member of the rehabilitiation team
and offers social casework service to, or consultation in behalf of,
persons -with physical impairments. In -tdiatever rehabilitative agency
he is used, the social worker relates his understanding of -the indi-
■vidual to the meaning of the physical impairment in his particular
life situation. His evaluation of the person's social, emotional and
environmental needs is considered in the planning among all experts
on the team.
Ihe ser'vices of the social worker can best be utilized ■when -there
is clear unders-tanding on the part of other team members as to -where
and how and -when the social worker can be helpful, and -when he in turn
has an equally clear unders-tanding of the contributions of others.
In efforts to develop mutual understanding among the team members it
is important to remember that each discipline learns from the other
and that there must be conscious application of team members to "the
problems of inteirelationships, in order that there be meaningful
team functioning. The respective roles must be clearly defined, of
^elia Benney, "The Role of "the Caseworker in Rehabili-tation,"
Social Casework. Vol. 36 (March, 195^., p. 118.
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course, -whether the services are given in one agency or in separate
agencies.
Ideally -the relationship of each member should be that of full
partner; in some rehabilitation programs that has been achieved to an
extent. 'SJhere it has not, it is probably because mutual confidence
does not exist, and because unfounded notions are held as to the con¬
trolling importance of one or more of the professionals or team members.
In such cases -Hie social -worker has a special and difficult function
to perform. It must ine-vitably fall upon his shoulders to accept
major responsibility for helping to create a free, enabling situation
in -iriiich a partnership relation can develop and eventually pre-vail.
Without -this there can be no actual team.^
Since goals in rehabilitation are s-bated in terms of psychological,
social, economic and physical needs -the social worker is logically a
part of the team. He is equipped to offer to other members of -the
rehabili-tation team, through the social stuct?-, a picture of the indi-
-vidual wi-thin his social reality, not only presenting the strengths
and weaknesses, but also indi-(ridualizing the meaning of the handicap
to -the particular client and family.
The social worker's knowledge of human beha-vior and unders-tanding
of the particular person's difficulties makes it possible for him -to
de-termine whether or not efforts should be directed toward helping the
person better unders-tand himself and thus learn how to manage his
affairs -with greater satisfaction; whether they shotild be directed
toward Helping the indi-vidual accept practical assistance -which will
^Leonard Mayo, "Rehabili-tation and Social Work," The New Outlook,
for the Blind. Vol. $1 (November, 1957), p. 399.
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relieve burdens he cannot avoid; or whether both kinds of seirvice may
be necessary,^
Often blind adults are so overwhelmed by social problems which
they cannot solve that it is impossible to involve them in a rehabi¬
litation program successfully until these problems are at least
partially solved through the use of casework service*
The social worker has long been accepted as a member of the team
in that he contributes to the teaun process as (1) he brings to othar
members of the team the information with he has gained with the client
regarding his backgroxind, his family, his attitude toward the handi¬
cap, and his previous work interests and achievements, (2) he is in
a position to know when clients are ready, socially and emotionally
for vocation service* In terms of his diagnostic thinking he predicts
the individual’s optimum rehabilitation, irtiile at the same time recog¬
nizing that changes nay occur in the ongoing process* Some may be
able to return to their former occupations, others may return to
households to assume their duties* However, a tmique contribution
to the total team process is the social treatment of those personal
and family problems that block rehabilitation*
As a member of a multi-discipline team the social worker contributes
to the overall rehabilitation by sharing witdi other team members his
social findings as well as the results of ongoing activity, and by
directing casework treatment toward the solution of problems that
would prevent rehabilitation*
Ihe social worker must have an ability to work with members of
Caroline H* Elledge, The Rehabilitation of the Patient,
(Philadelphia, 1918), p* hZ
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other professions, and to promote a working relationship with them.
He will need to evaluate the individual member in terms of knowing
at Triiat point he is in understanding. He will then be able to gear
his interpretation to the team member’s level, and start at the point
at which he is. His approach will have to be an individual approach,
which will include a sensitivity to the professional members reaction
to him and to iriaat he has to contribute. He must constantly be aware
that at certain points certain things which he says will have meaning
and may be accepted, whereas at other times they may be threatening
or provoke hostility. He should also be aware of where his basic
identification must be. The social worker must identify with the
patient or clientj while he will have to identify at a point with
the members of the other professions, his primary identification will
still have to remain with the patient.^
Enabling and Preparing Client to Use
Services Other Than Casework
Preparatory or enabling seirvlces offered by the social worker are
frequently necessary before an ill person is reader to use the services
of a psychiatric, vocational or even medical nature. Referral, however,
does not mean relinquishing all responsibility. The caseworker has
a responsibility to avoid preparing people to use non-existent
services.
The social worker’s role in enabling ill people to use existing
professional services may range from providing a relatively simple,
concrete service to complex envblvement in familial attitudes and
l^Florence Stein, ’•Teamwork in the Medical Setting: A Skilled
Process," Readings In the 'Theory and Practice of Medical Social Work-
Chicago, I951i7rpri9lu
resistance to treatment. The worker may, for example, be instrumental
in helping a client obtain a special clothing allowance from the Welfare
Department, referring the client to an opthalmologist to determine if
some visual improvement is possible, helping a client to obtain a vaca¬
tion period at one of the agency's or another facility, arranging trans¬
portation for a clinic appointment, and referring a client for psychi¬
atric consultation, to name just a few.
Strengthening Family Relationships
Often it is learned that the patient's family is one of the chief
probloas with which he must contend; here feelings can implicate the
adjustments necessitated by the patient's blindness.
Since often the distress of blindness is a primary factor because
of the family's attitude toward the handicap, family members may need
to be given insight into their own feelings, and attitudes. The social
worker may be able to help th^ to be less protective about blindness.
Or it may be that the worker must help a person who has becoae blind
to mobilize himself so as to overcome the destructive elements in the
family relationship.
In blindness an immense amount of understanding is needed by the
family if the best welfare of the Incapacitated manber is to be served.
There are many instances idiere the sighted relatives, threatened by the
blindness and finding the adjustment difficult, may need and desire case
wozic help more than the blind client. There may be severe problems of
adjustment at home. The return home of an incapacitated Individual may
even mean that other members of the family group must assume added
responsibilities with the attendant curtailment of their usual interests
U1
and activities , and a readjustment in the establishment patterns of
living. A realistic recognition ef the difficulties and strains such
changes may impose, coupled with an awareness ef the importance ef
satisfactory family relationships for the patient's well being, impose
upon social wozicers an obligation to render such help as may be neces¬
sary to maintain the normal function of the family,^
Helping The Client to Achieve Vocational Goals
Helping the blind person return to the world of work is an important
component of the overall rehabilitation goal. Not only does unemploy¬
ment bring ovendielming economic problems, but it tends to have a seri¬
ous effect upon every ether aspect of an individual's life. Qaployment
is bound up with status and a feeling of personal worth, fundamental
for a well-adjusted personality. It has been pointed out that to a
handicapped individual, getting and holding a job is evidence that he
is on the road to personal competence and independence since "a man's
worth in his own eyes, as well as in the eyes of his neighbors, is to
a considerable extent determined by his ability to earn a living."^
In the adjustment to blindness, the first and probably the hardest
step to be taken is the acceptance of blindness. This fact remains
one ef the greatest stumbling blocks in the process ef rehabilitation
after the loss ef vision. Because there is a basic fear of blindness,
iNina Field, "Role of a Social Worker in a Modern Hospital," Social
Casework, Vol. 3U (November, 1953)» p« UOO.
^Abraham Jacobs, "Vocational Rehabilitation of the Blind," The New
Outlook for the Blind, Vol. 5l (September, 1957)*
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before a blind individual is ready for steps toward vocational rehabi¬
litation, he must first be helped emotionally to accept his condition.
The blind person wants no less than what every human desires. He
wants a place he can call home, social contacts with people who are
compatible, a resolvable solution to his living problons such as his
ability to get about, his meals, his recreation and enotional satis¬
factions, and his daily woadc.
The most frequently expressed anxieties of the visually handicapped
are those concerning money and loss of employability. All of the pain¬
ful feelings of individuals who have always iupported themselves but
now must accept agency financial assistance, come into play. Many are
breadwinners without any resources for their families other than their
dally wage. The concern about where the next month's rent or the next
day's food for the family will come from has an extreme urgency. These
reality problems require the skill of the social woxicer.
The social worker may be able to give some security that has posi¬
tive values. Perhaps he is needed to help the disabled person work
through his feeling concerning the acceptance of public relief. The
very fact that he is able to discuss the day-by-day fears and problems
with the social wozker may have a maidced therapeutic effect.
Too early concentration on vocational planning may push a person
who is blind beyond his psychological readiness. Understanding the
person's need to move at his own pace and evaluate his vocational satis¬
faction and dissatisfactions are important areas to consider in the
decision about a client's readiness for vocational plans. He himself
will provide the best clues both as to timing and the selection of the
vocational goal that is best for him. The social warker and others
wojicing with the client during the intervening period can help most
by creating a climate conducive to rehabilitation. This is largely
a matter of watchful waiting, alertness to clues, encouragement, and
readiness to support at each point at which the client evidences abil¬
ity to move ahead.
The social worker can be helpful only insofar as he is realistic.
Whilehs is aware of the psychological and social values of irork, he
also recognizes the seriousness of the problem that is inherent in '
community attitudes and in the limitation of actual resources for em¬
ployment. In dealing with these problems, the social worker does not
minimize the reality of the situation or give false reassurance. In¬
stead he tries to face the client's reality with him, giving support
and encouragement. They try to discover together what positive, healthy
areas are still functioning for the patient, which may make the adjust¬
ment a little easier.
The suggestion has been made that when the public accepts the fact
that a person is still the same human being and that he uses the same
factors in performing his daily work as he did before losing his sight,
the fear of blindness id.ll be dissipated. Every successful adjustment
of a blind person in normal occupations educates his sighted associates
and neighbors. One needs to advertise abilities of individuals instead
of limitations.^
IWilma Donahue, "Psychological Diagnosis and Counselling of the Adult
Blind," Selected Papers from the Proceedings of the University of Mich¬
igan Conference for the Blind, Ann Arbor (19h7).
KnoTiing that the person's previous life pattern is meaningful in
terms of his facing his blindness, the worker makes thoughtful and
thorough social evaluations, based on the study of client's total life
situation. In his casework, the woidcer uses the technique of generic
social work, augmented by special knowledge applied to work with the
visually handicapped. Through treatment the worker seeks to ease the
client's anxieties, relieve his discouragement, and give him support
and confidence to help him accept and handle his handicap ef blindness,
so that his other life problems will be less complicated, and his
greater capacities released.
By means of casework treatment, the social worker endeavors to free
the individual to a greater use of himself, in the hope that instead
of becoming a burden to the community, he will become a self-sustaining




Independent Travel As A Part Of Rehabilitation
Left to his om resources, almost any blind person idio has average
intelligence, self-confidence, and sufficient incentive will learn to
get about in some manner. Too often this is likely to be in a clumsy ,
conspicuous manner.
An individual who is employed goes to wozic by various modes of
transportation, but at sane point along the way he must make use of
his vision, and must travel alone. When traveling to any destination,
a person usually has a particular reason or some type of motivation
for this movement.
The sightless person lacks this vision ordinarily used in the
process of travel, and is in this manner handicapped. However he can
use an aid as a partial substitute for this loss. This aid may be in
various forms; for purpose of this stucy, the concern here is with the
use of a cane.
Regardleiss of the method used in travel orientation, the ultimate
objective in the rehabilitation process will be to see that the client
is adjusted to a point where he needs little or no assistance in get¬
ting to any destination. A successful adjustment in this regard will
depend primarily upon three factors: the development of self-confi¬
dence, the development and maximum use of natural aids, such as the
auditory and kinesthetic senses, and the use of an artificial aid, such
as a guide dog or a cane. One off the basic aims in any adjustment
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program is Idie restoration of self-confidence and self-estean on the
part of the client. Travel without a guide does require this self-
confidence.^
Independent travel depends also upon other factors. The visually
handicapped person should be in good physical condition before attempt¬
ing to travel alone. Good hearing is a necessity when traveling
because due to the absence of vision, the blind person has to make
good use of his hearing. He must listen carefiUy to pick up various
cues idiich Indicate to him Just what is going on around him. HVhen
traveling alone, the blind person must listen attentively to determine
which way the traffic is going, when another person approaches him
so that he may ask for assistance if necessary, idiere the doors of
a train are opening so that he may enter, and when footsteps suddenly
cease. Indicating a stopping for a curb or ether obstruction. A sight¬
less person by careful listening can tell idiether it is a man or woman
passing by noting the characteristic rlythm and click of high heels,
or the absence of it usually indicating a man.
The blind person uses many natural aids in getting about. There
are five of these idiich are quite significant: the sense,
the olfactory sense, the tactile sense, the kinesthetic sense, and
obstacle perception, scxnetimes called facial vision. The first three
of these are most important, and the fifth, that of obstacle perception,
is least l^ellable and has been somewhat overrated. Perception of ob¬
stacles is undoubtedly related to Hearing, and is possibly nothing
^Adjustment and Prevocational Training for the Blind, A Symposixua
Conducted at the Conference of State Workers for the Blind. Pottsville,
Pennsylvania. Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, Washington, D. C.
(Septanber, 19U8), p. 9,
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more than the blocking off of sound iraves.
A well-adjusted blind person operates on a different sensory levelj
his remaining senses are reintegrated and organized to compensate for
loss of sight. He gires greater attention to sound, develops a keener
sense of touch, and in general uses his remaining senses to greater
aulvantage. For example, he locates a drug store in the middle of the
block by the scent of cosmetics and drugs, or perhaps, by seme pecu¬
liarity in the sidewalk, and he knows that it is safe to cross the
street from the sound of the traffic.
The sightless person's personality has a great deal to do with his
independent travel. If the Individual is a withdrawn and dependent
person, not used to functioning on his own a great deal, this experience
of independent travel may be a most difficult task. This type of per¬
son would require a great deal of encouragement and understanding be¬
fore Initiative would be shown.
The independent and aggressive type of person may find this travel
to be a challenge and something to feel proud of accomplishing. Inde¬
pendent travel for this type of person would be considered a necessity,
because this travel is a basic part of his total person, and permits
him to continue being the independent person.
IHhile walking is a form of locomotion usually acquired early in
life, foot travel takes on an entirely new aspect triien one becomes
partially or totally deprived of sight. Since the eyes no longer
carry the responsibility for guidance, greater dependence must be
placed upon other natural and sometimes artificial sensory aids if one
is to get about safely.
The cane plays a great part in aiding the blind individual to travel
independently. The cane has two main functions~first, it is a bumper;
second^ it is a probe. It cannot be emphasized too strongly that its
primary use is as a bumper, and not a miracle device. It is an aid to
the visually handicapped person; the correct use of the cane is a learn¬
ed art.
In traveling by foot and alone, without sight, there are certain
things everyone will tjry to do. He will try to avoid bumping into
objects with the body, or tripping over objects with the feet. He will
try to keep from stepping into open manholes or cellar ways, off curbs
unexpectedly, and from falling down stairways. He will try to walk in
a comparatively straight line, and will try to remember idiere he is
going, and where he has gone.
Motivation is a most important factor in the visually handicapped
person's independent travel. Without this, very little progress in
this area can be expected. One may be motivated toward travel as a
result of many factors. The Individual may just want to learn to travel
from his house to a particular store in the neighborhood, to and from
a place of employment, or he may want to be able to travel amj place
with as little assistance as possible. It must be taken under con¬
sideration idiether or not anything is demanded of him or whether he is
dependent upon his family, friends, porters, conductors and other people
to whom he is free to turn for aid.^
iNorman Griggs, "Independent Foot Travel for the Blind with the use
of a Cane," The American Journal of Occupational Therapy, Vol. 5(July-
August, 1951), p. 156.
The blttri person* s family situation also has a lot to do with his
learning independent travel. If an individual lives alone, he may be
more motivated to learn this mode of travel because he realizes that
he has no one on whom he can rely for assistance. A blind person liv¬
ing with his parents for example may be discouraged with independent
travel because of the fears and anxieties of the parents. In the case
of a person with a visual handicap from the early years of life, he may
have beccHae so dependent that to learn Independent travel after years
of sheltered existence would require a good deal of determination and
motivation.
Keeping in mind that one of the main goals of rehabilitation is to
restore the individual to self-sufficiency,' and that to be successful,
it must deal with the psychological effects induced by the particular
handicap, it then seems clear that independent travel is a most important
phase of the total process of rehabilitating the blind person.
For the blind person te feel that he can travel wherever he wants,
gives a great feeling of psychological comfort. A blind individual can
be competent and function well in many areas, but unless he has seme
ability to travel alone, there is a gap in the feeling of independence.
The writer has observed tralneeslin>the rehabilitation center who
have never had foot travel before their entrance, and who have showed
a great deal more confidence in thoaselves and a feeling of indepen¬
dence resulting from this independent travel. One ef these trainees
idle has had a visual handicap since his early years, and who lived a
quite sheltered life, is doing quite well in his various areas ef train¬
ing. In all probability, he will be able to secure onployment either
in a special shop at first, or in private industry. If, for example.
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he ceuld not travel alone, the efforts at rehabilitation woiild net be
successful even if he does perform well in ether areas, for returning
one to self-sufficiency would certainly include the ability to travel
alone*
The foot travel instructor plays a very important part in the trainee's
successfully learning independent travel. The instructor's competence
and training will determine the amount of help he will give. The road
is a long and hard one, for the instructor and client together working
on this new endeavor. Quite naturally, problems concerning foot travel
first cone up with the instructor. In many cases, assurance given by
the instructor on the spot may be all that is necessary for the trainee
to continue with his lessons. One of the main Jobs for the instructor
is to find out what the trainee wants and help him to secure it for him¬
self. It is not the duty of the instructor to make decisions for the
blind, but to help him in making his own. If the blind person is to
become independent in his travel, the instructor's best help will take
the form of teaching him how to do for himself.^
Illustration of Problem Cases
In this study the total universe consists of three groups: (1) these
clients who did not require foot travel instructions because of their
good residual vision; (2) those clients who had foot travel Instructions,
but who had no particular problan; (3) those clients who had foot travel
instructions, and who had problemscih thiscai'ea.
^Norman Griggs, "Independent Foot Travel for the Blind with the use
of the Cane," The American Journal of Occupational Therapy, Vol. 5(July-
August, 1951), p. 157.
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The following are cases illustrating the last group. There were
seven such cases during the period flrom January to December, I960,
but because of much uncertainty and still continuing diagnosis around
one case, on2y six are used.
Ihe following three cases are grouped together because they are
quite similar as to their source or origin of difficulty.
The A Case
Mss A, age 52, has an eye condition diagnosed as
Retinitis Pigmentosa, which is a form of hereditary
retinitis, (inflamation of the retina) which produces
a gradual and marked constriction in the field of vision
leading to blindness. This condition has existed from
birth, and client's vision is limited to ll^t perception.
Mss A completed 8 years in public school, but could
not attend further, as her mother was ill and she had to
stey at boms, and care for her. After the death of her
mother, and some years had elapsed, she married and
helped her husband in the stationery business, and worked
as a packer in a dress house. Then for about 10 years
she and her husband lived and worked at a bungalow colony.
During this time, her vision was gradually decreasing,
but because she was usually accompanied by her husband
she was not aware of this great vision decrease. The
husband became seriously ill and was hospitalized.
Mss A first became known to the agency when guide
service was requested to take her to visit her hospital¬
ized husband. She was upset and not clear on her current
eje condition. Shortly afterwards her husband died.
Mss A became very lonely without her mother and her hus¬
band, upon whom she had been quite dependent. She had no
friends, and returned home to live with her senile father
and yoxinger sister who supported the household, (hi one
occasion her sister tried to get her to Join a suicide
pact, statii^ that th^ had nothing to live for. Client's
sister became an alcoholic and Mss A feared her sister
would lose her job and break down. Client was referred
touthe rehabilitation center by the Vocational Rehabili¬
tation Service^
\ijhen client began foot travel^instructions, the in¬
structor noted that she was upset and disoriented when
faced with new situations. Waea assigned on subway trips,
her emotional reaction was so shattering that the agen<y
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doctor suggested a tranquilizer in an effort to help calm
her. During this period of foot travel, the home situation
had become worse, with the sister quarreling, drinking more
and not eating. Client wanted to help sister, and on the
other hand had some hidden hostile feeling. Because of
these things, client was not able to concentrate on her travel
training.
B7 seeing the social worker, client was helped to see
what the problem was. In addition to clarification, the
social worker gavd client a good deal of psychological sup¬
port, encouraging her to express her independence. Also
the social worker started gearing the client to have consul¬
tation with a psychiatrist as a means of further clarifica¬
tion and insight into the total situation. Client seemed to
look forward to this, as a means of getting advice on how to
cope with her sister. Client during her training at the
center showed considerable movement toward independence, and
her foot travel lessons were finally successfully completed.
This case illustrates a dependent client %iho as a result of a
sheltered life was not able to assert herself and who returned to her
remaining family in an effort to meet these dependency needs. By doing
this, the client became involved in a stressful situation of the home
which was a major factor in her difficully with cane travel. Although
the home situation was the immediate cause of the client's difficulty,
had it not been for client's dependency, needs, she would not have
returned to her remaining family or would have made an effort to re¬
move herself fjrom this situation once it was realized.
The social worker here helped the client develop insist into the
situation, and encouraged her to make better use of herself and to
become more independent.
The B Case
Miss B's eye condition is Phthisis Bubli which is a
disease where the3?e is emaciation (abnormal thinness caused
by lack of nutrition) and atrophy of the globe. This in¬
fection occurred at infancy and client has li^t perception
in one eye.
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Client was bom and reared in a small town and was
referred to the Rehabilitation Center the Department
of Social Welfare in another state. Miss B was cared
for by her family and had accepted her visual handicap
well, since childhood. Client however had led a shelter¬
ed existence, had always been dependent, and never per¬
mitted to do things. She was s]:y and timid in most
respects, and admitted herself that she felt Insecure
and uncertain when trying to do many different things.
When she felt that she was unable to do a particular
thing she would czy. Her low tone of voice reflected
to a great extent how she felt about her "self."
Miss B*s main problem around foot travel was her
lack of confidence and uncertainty in herself. Often
when faced with a new phase of foot travel instznictlons
she conmented, "I know I'll go wrong." The social worker
had to use much psychological support in an effort to help
client become more independent. The worker also had to
be firm and direct with client. Many times, in response
to climt^s doubting herself, worker would say, "Well,
you will never know, unless you try it." This type of
encouragement seemed quite effective with this client.
In an effort to increase client's confidence and assur¬
ance, worker and client would often rehearse what client
would do in a particular situation, such as what she
would do on a bus ^en she wanted to get off. As a re-
siilt of worker's conscientious efforts in psychological
support, eo^haslzing ego-buildii^ and re-assurance, client
was able to complete foot travel successfully and as a
person she became much more outgoing.
This case illustrates anoUier dependent individual who was reared
in a sheltered environment, and was not allowed to do maz^ things on
her own. Because of this, client developed a great lack of confidence
in herself idzen confronted with a new and challenging situation. Miss B's
problem was also personality-based, and this was the main stumbling
block in her progress with foot travel.
The social worker made a most significant contribution in helping
client to gain confidence in self and in development as an individual.
The C Case
Miss C's eye condition is Glaucoma and Cataract. This
cataract caused a cloudiness of the lens inside the eye, so
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that light coixld pass through to the retina, as it does
when the lens are clear.
The client, age Ul, was one of six children. Her
mother died when she was 10 years of age, and her father
kept the family together. At a young age client had
cataracts and a mastoid operation, which she felt was
a cause of her sight failing. Client became interested
in employment her husband became ill with cancer
of the jaw and the throat.
Ih her foot travel instructions, client seemed to
have a lack of confidence in herself and often seemed
to make excuses to avoid these instructions. Since I9I4I
client has had this visual handicap, but usually spent
time afi home unless accompanied outside by her husband.
After having been at home for such a length of time,
a new experience requiring much initiative and courage
would cause a certain amount of tension, but here too
the client*s accustomed dependency upon her husband is
believed by this writer to have been the main contribut¬
ing facxtor to her problem around foot travel.
The worker had to give much reassurance to enable
client to function more comfortably.
This case illustrates a client idio exhibited lack of cx^nfidence
in herself, and dependency idiich seemed to be a part of her personal¬
ity. These two factors seemed to be the basis of client's problem in
foot travel*
The social worker by means of psychological support, in the form
of reassurance, was of much help to the client, although she was not
able to become vocationally placed. She did exhibit that she had
learned to live somewhat better.
The D Case
Miss D, age has an eye condition diagnoses as
Leukoma, Cornea Ulcers which is a type of laceration
of the cornea (the clear transparent anterior portion
or window of the eyeball). This condition began in
diildhood, and client's vision is such that she can
travel without an aid during the day, but needs assist
ance in crossing the street and needs the cane when
traveling at night.
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Miss D was born and reared in a small New England Town
ant^ went as far as the 8th grade. She seemed to be a ner¬
vous, shy and insecure person. She lived with her mother
and depended very much on her family for her needs. Her
mother did not want her to engage in rehabilitation, and
was overprotective of her daughter. After the d eath of
client's mother, she lived with a married sister. Miss D
was referred to the rehabilitation center hy her state's
Department of Social Wislfare.
The first day client came to the center, she was
brou^t by her sister, who also seemed to be sometdiat of
a quiet person. From the beginning of the training: period
client lacked confidence in herself.
Client's main difficulty centered around cane .travel
was in her lack of confidence, and in not making use of
the public when traveling, which seemed to be due to her
8]:yness.
The social worker, recognizing this from the beginning,
worked with client in an effort to build her ego and help
her gain confidence, along with the ability to escpress her¬
self. Client responded well. After a period of time she
began moving out, making friends at the center, and express¬
ing herself more, with ease. Client gradually was able to
shop alone and even go to Manhattan, another part of New
York City quite a distance from the rehabilitation center.
Client became more aggressive in behavior and she had
learned to travel so well that at one point, her cane
travel instructor asked her for information about buses
in an area where she was living, and she was able to teU
him perfectly.
Miss D finally achieved independence for herself, which
was the social worker's ultimate goal. By giving the client
the needed psychological support and encouragement she was
able to do this, and her difficulty with cane travel was
eliminated. Client was able to travel to her home state
alone. Upon leaving, she stated that she felt like a differ¬
ent person. In this instance, the social worker was a major
cause in this client's blossoming out and gaining confidence
in herself*
This case illustrates an individual who was quite shy and who
exhibited a great lack of confidence in herself. Because she was not
allowed to do much for herself, this client was not given the oppor¬
tunity to have confidence in herself. She was permitted to become
dependent. This general lack of confidence became a part of her person¬




This client's eye condition is an enucleation (the surgical
removal of the eye from its socket) of the right eye and an
evisceration (the cutting out of the contents) of the other.
This condition came into being as a result of acid throHn
into the face, vhen Mr. S. was about 2li years of age. Client
presently is 33 ysars of age, and only went as far as the
3rd grade in school.
Mr. E was bom in a small Southern town and at an early
age had to begin working as his father was deceased. At
about the age of 15 he had an adult man's job. Because of
the small amount of education, the type of employment he could
get was limited to laborer jobs. Mr. S came to New York and
worked as a longshoreman. During a drinking episode, an alter¬
cation resulted, followed by a fight with a woman, and acid
was thrown into the face. Client became depressed, withdrawn,
and resorted to drinking after this accident. After becoming
intoxicated on several occasions, his landlady asked him to
leave the room where he stayed. He moved in with his aunt.
During one of the home visits from the doctor, he was referred
to the agency for rehabilitationjcenter.
This case illustrates a client whose reluctance in asking questions
caused him considerable difficulty with his foot travel. This reluc¬
tance could possibly be attributed to an inferiority complex. It is
known that feelings of inferiority most generally arise in accordance
with physical limitations, intellectual ability and performance and
social-emotional adjustments to other persons. This client's limited
education, his being brought up in a rural southern community, and
being a member of a minority group along with his views of himself
with a plysical disability, could all aid in forming a strong feeling
of inferiority.
The worker tried to assure the client that it was not difficult
to ask questions, if he would just go ahead and ask for what he wanted
instead of waiting for another person to do it for him. Client showed
some progress, finished his foot travel successfully, but still carried
some of his reluctance with him.
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The F Case
Kiss F*s eye condition is Phthisis Bulbl caused hy
Glaucoma (a disease of the eye marked hy increased intra¬
ocular px^ssure tending to reduce vision)* Client was
28 years of age upon onset of blindness. Since the age
of 12, client performed some type of work, mainly in do¬
mestic service. She had 3 sisters and one brother, and
is a widow.
Because of financial crises at home, client became
interested in a vocation and in independent foot travel.
As client had managed to make a living in the past in
spite of her handle^, and received help from her son,
she did not bother about vocational rehabilitation.
She became quite enthused about the rehabilitation train¬
ing program, and seemed q^te eager about the foot travel
instructions.
This client is of a copulent build; at the time of foot
travel instructions, she weighed close to 300 pounds. Her
period of foot travel instructions was exceptionally long,
lasting over a year before entering the irehabilitation
center*
Contributing to client's difficulty in foot travel was
her extreme overveight, her long inactive period before
beginning to learn foot travel, and her general anxiety
about the new experience of the whole program. Kiss F
seemed outwardly to be quite lively and gay, but had long
resorted to repression of her real feelings as a defense
mechanism.
Initially in her foot travel instructions, client
expressed her experience with foot travel instruction
to the social worker in a jovial manner, but after worker
offered understanding as to how she really might have
felt, she began to e:q>ress her real feelings, stating
that she "felt foolish" and "bad" when neighbors told
her she looked fumy in the street while engaged in
foot travel instructions. The worker helped client
to express her anxiety about cane travel lessons. Work¬
er had said he felt client had e^rienced pain with
this new endeavor (foot travel), and said he wondered
if she hadn't felt foolish fumbling around with a long
cane with all the traffic noise confusing her on top of
it. Client admitted that she never felt so embarrassed
in her life as ehe had while fumbling around in the
middle of side walk with a cane. Client would miss
many lessons, giving excuses, and continued to e3q>ress
anxiety over neighbors' watching.
The workerhad to give much psychological support,
telling her that her feelings would be worked out as
she continued. Also much clarification and interpre¬
tation by worker was necessary for client to understand
why she ml^t be anxious about cane travel. It was felt
hy worker that much of the difficulty was due to client's
being anxious over the training program at the rehabili-
tation center.
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This case illustrates a client ^Alo because of repression and
general anxiety had a difficult time learning foot travel. The re¬
pression was a part of her means of attempting to adjust to life sit¬
uations. This pattern of repression undoubtedly had a great deal to
do with her anxiety, much of which was unconscious.
The worker here, after recognizing that this client was determined
to continue with foot travel, helped dLient to express her true feel¬
ings and fears concerning foot travel which initially were purposely
covered hp \sj client. This helped client to become more at ease, by
facing up to the 37eality. Here again it was the basic personality
that was the greatest factor in the foot travel difficulty.
Findings From The Gases And Interviews
The following information was obtained covering the period from
January, I960 to December, I960.
Out of 101 blind persons trained at the Long Island Rehabilitation
Center, 80 did not need to receive foot travel instructions. This group
was classified as such.
The second group consisted of 7 persons who had foot travel in-
stxnictions and who had problems in this area.
The third group consisted of lU persons who received foot travel
instructions, but who had no particular problems centered around this
area.
The number of trainees havit^ difficulty around independent foot
travel seemed to be rather small. One significant factor for this is
undoubtedly due to the particular setting, that of a rehabilitation
center. Here the trainees exhibit general motivation, such as is not
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found In the home setting, trtiere family and nei^borhood influences
contribute to the tension and fear of this new experience of indepen¬
dent travel* At the rehabilitation center, where other visually handi¬
capped trainees are met, there is derived much strength from the group,
and many of these feelings of fear and uncertainty are soon lost in
this setting. Had this stucfy been made of those persons in the home
who were first learning independent travel, the number of problem cases
around this area would undoubtedly have been larger.
In the second group, of those having problems around foot travel,
there were 7 cases of this type. Because of much uncertainty and an
inconqjlete diagnosis of one such case, it was not used as illustra¬
tive material. The remaining cases illustrated were significant in
that each showed the client's difficulty to be due to a personality
problem. Of the 6 cases, U seemed to be problems centered aroimd de¬
pendency, 1 around an inferiority feeling, and one around the defen¬
sive mechanism of repression, which caused much anxiety.
It was found that in each case, the social worker was able to give
considerable help to the client with his personality problem, thereby
helping him to allow more concentration toward, and to make better
use of his foot travel.
It is well known that dependency arises chiefly from two extreme
forms of parental relationships, deprivation and overindulgence. In
the problem cases illustrated, the causes of overdependence were due
to overindulgence by the client's parent or other relative. A great
lack of self-reliance results from this type of dependency, thereby
causing much uncertainty and a lack of confidence in one's self.
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07er-s:.Tr53athy, and not allowing the vlsnally handicapped individual
to do what he can for himself, makes the process of rehabilitation,
much more difficult, and requires longo: period of time.
We know that the specific factoids tdiich give rise to feelings of
inferiority may bo classified in these groups: pl^rsical defects, real
or imagined disadvantages, lack of social, professional, or economic
opportunities, particular e:qjeriences, defects, real or imagined, and
deviation from the local pattern in religion, custom, and convention?*
It is not the external cause Itself that gives rise to the in¬
feriority feeling or conflict. It is rather the relationship of this
cause to the background of the Individual. If, for example, the
individual has. been allowed to become over-sensitive in his early
history, he will react more strongly to minor matters at adolescence
or in later life. The inferiority feeling is an attitude, a set,
and a wsqt of thinking, and once It is aroused, many minor matters,
which ordinarily would not affect the individual, develop into major
factors.
Another one of the personality problems was that of repression.
Repression, we learn, is an unconscious inhibition. One of the con¬
ditions under which it is fotmd is when the subordinate conflicting
actions are unacceptable to the individaal*s conception of his various
selves, and therefore he is unable to be aware of thera.^ Individuals
^Fred McKinney, The Psychology Of Personal Adjustment (Netr York,
1910.), p. ilSl.
2j, S, Slotkin, Personality Development (New York, 1952), p. 356
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ho have learned to repress are likely to suffer throu^out their
ives from disorders involving fear, because they have no outlet for
educing this type of emotional tension. Just some of the major
haracteristics of these three personality problems havd been mehtioned,
hich caused the major difficulties around foot travel.
It was found that in the other areas of training at the rehabili-
ation center, these personality problems were carried overLto some
xtent. Of the 6 problem cases illustrated, 2 were slow in all
reas; 1 was slow at first showing much improvement; 1 showed much
luctuation in his training, and the other 2 had very little problems
n their training. Therefore U of these cases having problems around
ebt travel also exhibited difficulties in other areas of training.
An interview was held with 2 of the agency’s foot travel instruc-
ors, and a schedule was used to gather certain information. VRiile
he instructors were familiar with each case, only U problem cases
ere used, as these were the ones that were personally trained by the
esponding instructors. Out of the cases, 3 were felt by the
nstructors to have been helped by the social worker to make better
se of foot travel.
In the area of non-problem cases around foot travel, it is to be
oted that this does not mean that the client did not have problems
n other areas. However, of these li; cases, only U were found to have
eal difficulty in their various areas of training. Also in this
roup it was foTond that out of lii persons, 6 had a very high motivation,
had a combination of high motivation and residual vision, and 1 had
ery good residual vision, and really didn't need the use of a cane,
his points out that high motivation seems to be a dominant factor in
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enabling these persons to function without difficulty in foot travel*
The absence of significant personality and environmental problems
undoubtedly were also great factor's in their fmctioning well*
Therefore in this third group idiich appeared to be generally quite
highly motivated, 'Uiese individuals were able to perform quite well
in all areas of training. The contribution of the foot travel instruc¬
tor also comes in'bere>because often his vmderstanding and words of
encouragement right at tlxe time of the specific difficulty helps the
client to perform well, so that he would not need to have this situ¬
ation taken up with the social worker*
A high degree of motivation then seemed to be the main character¬
istic of this third group. We learn that whether a particxilar situ¬
ation becomes a problem situation for an individual will depend
partly on the nature of his motivation.^ This might indicate that
this group's nature of motivation was so great that a problem situa¬
tion did not arise* This, however, is difficult to determine.
The fact this group seemed to function quite well does not mean
that problems were not present, and that the social worker didn't
contribute to their functioning more adequately. It is difficult to
measure or evaluate in many instances how effectively a social worker
msy be helpful to a particular client. Often the client may need just
a little psychological support, and because of his own good ego strengths
is able to continue functioning at a high level. Support given ly the
■^rt R* Sappenfield, Personality Dynamics (New York,195U), p. h$.
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worker may be internalized by the client se that he makes use of this
in alL areas, including foot travel, without being specifically helped
in this area*
The social worker*s role with those clients not specifically need¬
ing help in foot travel Instructions, as compared with those who
need help, is basically the same* The social woiicer, whether the prob¬
lem be around cane travel or s(mie other area of training, utilizes
his skills in the case work technique, and in this manner offers help
to the client*
This writer feels that two of the most important roles of the
social worker in the rehabilitation center are: to help remove the
obstacle which may be preventing tJie client frcmi making full use of
himself, regardless of the particular area of training and, in the
case of the client who is functioning quite well, to encourage him
further so that he may try to make full use of his latent or unfound
capacities. If the social wozicer cim do these things, the signifi¬
cance of his role in the rehabilitation center will be. unquestioned.
The Vocational Rehabilitation Services
The Vocational Rehabilitation Services For The Blind is a part of
the State Department of Social Welfare in New York State. This is
a pregram that restores, develops or improves the wozicing ability of
blind individuals so that they can become self-supporting by qualify¬
ing for a job, practicing a profession, or running a business. Any
resident of New York State whose blindness constitutes a vocational
handicap and who can become employable through rehabilitation services
within a reasonable length of time is eligible. These seznrices cannot
be offered to persons who will not be available for employment because
6h
of acute health conditions or other reasons. The examinations, voca¬
tional analysis, vocational training, counseling, guidance, and Job
placement are provided irithout cost.
The Vocational Rehabilitative Services, recognizing the need and
value of the social wozicer, has mbarked upon an extension of services
to coordinate and improve the services rendered. One quite significant
aspect of this program is ciled the pre-evaluation. This is the pro¬
cess of determining whether a client has the potential to accept cchs-
plete vocational evaluation and, if necessary, training. The purpose
is to assure effective pre-evaluation of those clients determined by
the Vocational Rehabilitation Services to be not reatty yet for and/or
who may need help in participating in the rehabilitation process, yet
who seen to have rehabilitation potential. It is hoped that the pre¬
evaluation wlll^ result in an optimum acceptance of potential rehabili-
tants, and will assure each of the applicants a fair unbiased pre¬
evaluation analysis to determine his readiness for and his initial
potential to participate in a total vocational rehabilitation program,
and to initiate and/or give those related services which prepare him
for this rehabilitation program. Preliminary psychological and psycho¬
metric appraisal would also be included in an effort to predict how
the physical and psychological factors affect the individual's ability
to adjust to society and to participate in a vocational rehabilita¬
tion program. The Vocational Rehabilitation Services would pay the
agency participating in this program a lump sum payment for these
services, provided that these services are rendered within a period
of eight we^s. Comprehensive summary reports must be submitted.
Interim case work services is wheA a resistant client is prepared to
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undertake a pregr^ of complete rehabilitation eyaluation, the maximum
period of which will be for six months, and for which a fee would be
charged, per interview.
In this new program there is also what is known as the evaluation
where the overall goal is to understand the client as a whole person,
to evaluate and determine his needs and to provide each individual
client with the specific services necessary to enable him to achieve
suitable smd satisfactory employnoit, and to take his rightful place
in his community. This evaluation period could last up to six months*
This recent step made by the Vocational Rehabilitation Services is
a big advance in moving toward recognizing the significance of and the




The problem of independent travel by a blind person is of great
significance. Upon this depends the individual's economic position
and his view of himself as a total person. If the blind individual is
not able to locomote whenever he so desires because of his handicap,
this hinders the development of independence.
This study was undertaken because it was hoped that 'the findings
will be helpful in bringing to foeus sane of the factors involved in
foot travel problems.
The purpose of this study was to find out how the social worker
helps the blind client in the rehabilitation center with problons
centered around foot travel. The clients comprising the study were
all trainees in a vocational rehabilitation center, and were classi¬
fied into three groups. The first group consisted of those whose
vision was such that they didn't need to use a cane for foot travel.
The second group were those who had foot travel instructions and who
had problems in that area. The third group was composed of those
who had foot travel Instructions but who had no particular problem
in that area.
The da'ba were obtained by the case study method and with the use
of a schedule to bring out these factors involved in each case. Two
interviews were held with two foot travel instructors to determine




The results of the etudy indicate that the main difficulty in each
case having difficulty irith foot travel, was one based upon a person¬
ality problem. The most outstanding characteristic of these problem
cases was that of dependency, which had been largely fostered by
relatives.
The outstanding factor concerning the non-problem cases was the
high degree of motivation which enabled them, along with the absence
of significant personality problems, to function without a great deal
of difficulty.
It was found that the social worker was helpful to both groups.
Those with problems around foot travel were helped to remove and under¬
stand their basic personality difficulties so that they might perform
better, and those not having difficulty in foot travel but in some other
areas were heoped in much the same manner. The role of the social
worker with the two groups is therefore very similar, since the worker
is dealing with the client’s "self” and not with any technical aspect
of rehabitation training.
The fact that dependency was shown to be the outstanding personaL-
ity difficulty in the problem group would seem to this writer to corro¬
borate the need and purpose for a vocational rehabilitation center, to
enable the individual to becomd self-sustaining and independent. Rela¬
tives and friends, meaning well, often only help foster this dependency
in the visually handicapped person. Rehabilitation centers for the
visually handicapped are certainly quite significant in helping the
individual become independent, but even this is not enou^. This
writer feels -ttiat much more education and Interpretation to the public
is necessary in order that a much better understanding can be had
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concerning the purpose ef rehabilitation centers. Being s^nnpathetlc
and not allowing the blind person te do what he can for himself will
not help the situation.
This study points out the significance of the social worker in help¬
ing the blind vocational rehabilitation trainee with emphasis around
the area of foot travel. Since the difficulties in foot travel stanmed
from a personality problem, had these persons been more thoroughly
screened and evaluated before their entrance te the center, they most
likely would have been helped at an earlier period before actually
participating in the training.
The fact that the Vocational Rehabilitation Services has begun
a program with the Industrial Home For The Blind and a few ether agen^
cies for the visually handicapped, involving the use of the social
worker for pre-evaluation and evaluation of potential trainees would
seem to indicate the recognition of the need for, and the value of,
the social worker in order to have an effective rehabilitation program.
This seems to be another big step in the field ef rehabilitation for
the blind and to demonstrate an increasing interest in becoming more
effective in the program effective in the program being offered the
visually handicapped.
But what of the blind person who is not qualified te enter a rehabi¬
litation program either because of the lack of a vocational goal, or
for some ether reason? How does he derive a feeling of Independence
and self-confidence which comes along with the ability to travel
independently? Since this writer has placed emphasis on the problem
of foot travel, he feels that more concern and attention should be
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given to these persons i^o may never enter a rehabilitation center,
but vho desire to becone as self-sufficient as possible*
This seems to be another important problem area, ifhlch this writer
feels needs further exploration. There eu:*e many such persons in this
category who are willing and want to beccxne more independent. Because
of this, another great stride in rehabilitation would certainly be to
offer more foot travel services to these persons who do not necessarily
have a vocational goal in mind. This, too, would se^ to be a signifi¬
cant part of rehabilitation.
APPENDIXES
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A Research Project by
William liiller
Period Covered January i960
December, I960.
Schedule To Be Used lii Gathering Information
F^om The Case Record.
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TO THE RESPONDENT: Please Note*
The purpose of this schedule is to guide the researcher in his
gathering of data, so that the same information will be looked
for in each case record*
It is being administered in an effort to find out if the social
worker had been of help to the client in his problem centered around
cane travel*
The schedule is being administered by W* Miller as a project in
connection with his work towards the M* A* Degree in Social Ufork*
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The following answers Trill be used by. the researcher for the
tabulation of data needed in this research project.
1. How did client react to his initial instructions in cane
travel?
2. Was there a continuous worry concerning this foot travel by
the client?
3* What does client consider to be his main problem centered
around foot travel?
U* How long has this problem been in existence?
5« Does client seem to see the problem to be the same as seen by
the social worker?
^7U
6. Did the client feel it necessary to have help from the
social worker?
7* How did the client eliminate this problem?
8. TIhat was client’s reaction to the social worker in his
effort to help him?
9* IVhat casework technique was used as a means of treatment
by the social worker?
10* Did the client make use of this treatment technique?
11* Can ary movement be seen from the time of the problem to
the end of client’s period of training?
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12. Does the client seem to have any difficulty in his other
areas of training?
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A Research Project hy
W. lailer
7IOTS OF THE FOOT TRAVEL II^STURCTOH
CONCERNING THE SOCIAL WORKER AND THE TRAINEE.
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TO IHE RESPONDENT* Please Note.
This schedvile is being administered by W. Miller as a project
in connection with his work towards the M. A. Degree in Social Work.
It is being administered in an effort to find out your views
concerning the social worker and the trainee.
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Hae following answers will be used hy this student as part of the
data needed in this research project*
1* How did client react to his initial instructions in cane
travel?
2* Did the client seem to have any specific worries or fears
concerning foot travel?
3* What was client’s problem in your opinion?
Do you feel that this problem was resolved during yoicr
period of instruction?
Did you feel at that time that a social worker could be
helpful in this situation?
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6, Do you feel that the social worker was helpful with the
client in making better use of foot travel since your
contact wi'Ui him?
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